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“Welcome to the 
winter term“

Heads Up

Welcome to the latest edition of our Academy newsletter. As the nights lengthen and the weather  
deteriorates, November can be a challenging time for schools. However, I have to say that getting to  
know the young people at Hayle Academy has been a real pleasure. Although Year 11 are in the middle  
of their first mock exams, I have been really impressed by the gold tie students and their thoughts and 
plans for the student councils and by the way in which the year group as a whole have conducted  
themselves in the exams.

Similarly, Year 10 proved themselves to be outstanding ambassadors for the school when we hosted  
Brook as part of the global values curriculum. This was a challenging day and it was lovely to see our 
young people asking such good questions, making our guests welcome and treating each other with  
such respect.

Finally I’ve been very fortunate to visit many lessons going on around the school and I congratulate  
our younger students on the pride they are taking in their work. As a school we are working hard to  
ensure that all our students are challenged at the right level and that behaviour is good and  
supports learning.

The recent Presentation Evening for our Year 11 Leavers showed how much respect and warmth there is 
between staff and students at Hayle Academy. We have many challenges ahead as a school but also much 
to be proud of.  I hope your Christmas planning is going well.



Mr Daniel Mather
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Meet Our New  
Head of School

We asked our new Head of School some probing questions in order to get to know him 
a little better. Below are his answers:

1.     If you didn’t have to sleep, what would you do with the extra time?   
Find new ways of dreaming.

2.     What hobby would you get into if time and money weren’t an issue?  
Collecting fine art. I’ve just come back from Amsterdam inspired by the old masters!

3.     What fictional place would you most like to go?  
Mount Olympus with the Greek Gods. I would enjoy the superpowers  

and all the gossip up there!

4.     If you could turn any activity into an Olympic sport, what would you have a good 
chance at winning a medal for? Humming badly.

5.     Who has impressed you most with what they’ve accomplished?   
Anyone who overcame a tough start in life.  

e.g. Mohammed Ali and Dame Tanni Grey-Thompson.

6.     They say that everyone has a book in them. What would your book be about?  
Living with confusion!

7.     What are three interesting facts about you? I am an identical twin.
I am an Essex lad, After Xmas I will be in my 5th decade of teaching!

8.     What life skills are rarely taught but extremely useful?  
Dreaming.

9.     What scientific discovery would change the course of humanity overnight if it was 
 discovered? A ‘turn hate into love’ machine

10.  If you had a HUD (head-up display) that showed three stats about any person you 
looked at, what three stats would you want it to show? Niceness, humour, confidence

11.  If you had a giraffe that you needed to hide, where would you hide it?  
In a tall, dark room.

12.  What’s something common from your childhood that will seem strange to future 
generations? Half penny chews.
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ARE WE CONNECTED? 
BAE SYSTEMS  
ROADSHOW

On Monday 28th October, Year 7 and Year 8 enjoyed fun,  
interactive sessions with the visiting BAE Systems Roadshow  
in collaboration with the Royal Navy and Royal Air force.   

 
The aim of these shows, held at schools across the country, is to 
introduce students to the diverse range of career paths that can 
be achieved from studying STEM, (Science, Technology,  
Engineering and Maths subjects).

The main focus of the Hayle Academy presentation, was to  
educate students about communication, technology,  
programming and Online data/security and demonstrate how 
these technologies were currently being used all over the world. 
Through working with the Royal Air Force and the Royal Navy,  
BAE Systems help build collaborative communication systems.  
 
The presentation highlighted the need for, and opportunities  
available to engineers and computer programme designers, and 
the skills used to build and develop these communication links. 

There were many activities and demonstrations investigating the 
science behind mobile technology, Bluetooth, and why mobile 
phones can be dangerous.  Students also learned how  
electromagnetic waves/spectrums work and how signals are  
sent and linked to binary and scratch programmes. 

Radar and Infra-red waves were discussed and students got to 
test some night vision goggles, with one student volunteer using 
them to find their way around a blackout tent, in order to  
discover different objects hidden in boxes.

The roadshow also discussed Cyberspace and job opportunities  
available in that field within the Royal Air force and Royal Navy 
and how they were linked via different types of communication. 

In all, the students had an eye opening time and came away with 
some new ideas about their future career options and a better 
understanding about how these technologies are currently being 
used around our homes and workplaces.  REPORT BY MRS HARRIS



“My aspirations as a gold tie  
student are to conquer my  
fears, explore new things 

and say yes to more new challenges  
and adventures.

My goal is to achieve my best and  
to aim as high as I possibly can. 

I also think it’s important to have  
the right mind-set because your mind is 
your only limit.” Darija - Year 11
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BAE SYSTEMS 
STUDENT FEEDBACK

The assembly was great because it was very  
modern. I loved how they used volunteers most of 
the time to get us involved. Some examples were: 

drawing on iPads whilst being guided by a partner, and 
wearing night vision goggles in a blackout tent to  
discover and identify what was in three boxes.   
It was great!

They taught us about how engineers don’t just fix rusty 
old cars, but they also: design rockets and new tech-
nology like the iPhone 11 Pro and much more.  We also 
learned how females and males are both being given the 
same jobs (so there’s no sexism).

What I really loved was when they first came onto  
the stage; the man was on a Segway which made us 
interested in what was to come next.  They were great  
at holding our attention throughout the performance.

In conclusion, we learned a lot of things about engi-
neers and the technology involved,  careers available 
and felt involved throughout. It was a great experience 
and I hope they come back again soon. 

REPORT BY ELLA - YEAR 8

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
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OH MY GIGNESS

In our last newsletter, we learned that Morgan,  
in Year 9, had been selected to row for the  
Cornwall under 15 team and a possible contender  

for the Championships. 
 
Over the recent half-term break,  
Morgan, in Year 9, competed in the  
National County Championships Gig  
competition on 12th October 2019  
at the Mountbatten Water Sports  
Centre in Plymouth. His mum  
gave us this update:

“There were outstanding  
performances by Cornwall, who  
won EVERY race! Morgan was the  

youngest rower for Cornwall and he  
had a great experience on the day.” 
 
Hayle Academy is so PROUD.  
Well done Morgan.

YEAR 7 STUDENT 

REVIEWS

“Starting Hayle Academy was really fun 
but it was a big change for me as the 
school is very big, but I soon found my 

way around.” Isabella - Year 7 
 

“Hayle Academy was a big change for everyone 
who wasn’t used to a big school. Now I’m all  
settled in I’m not worried about anything.  I love 
having more friends and teachers.  I like helping 
the teachers.” Alana - Year 7 

SPORT



“Never in the field of  
human conflict was so much 
owed by so many to so few” 
Winston Churchil l 

remembrance sunday
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O n Sunday 10th November, representing Hayle Academy, Head Boy and Head Girl, Tommy and Eve,  
attended the Remembrance Sunday church service held at St Elwyn’s Church  
which was then followed by the procession to the memorial. 
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At the memorial, Tommy & Eve 
read the names of the fallen 
from both World Wars and laid 

a wreath on behalf of the students 
and staff of the school to give 
thanks for their sacrifice. In the 
words of Winston Churchill ‘Never 
was so much owed by so many  
to so few’.

Both the church service and the 
ceremony at the war memorial 
were well attended, including an 
unofficial ‘fly past’ by a large  
flock of Canada Geese!

Mrs Hickson attended the  
ceremony with Tommy and Eve,  
and was delighted when she  
received so many compliments 
from members of the public  
praising the students for doing 
such a great job!

Whilst Tommy & Eve officially  
represented the school, many  
other Hayle Academy students  
took part with different  
organisations, such as, the Sea  
Cadets, Guides, Scouts and Surf 
Life Saving Club, to name a few.  
 
Our students, Curtis and Victor, 
represented the Army cadets and 
proudly carried their standards  
for their organisation. 

REPORT BY: MRS HICKSON

10/11
2019



This visit is part of the Holocaust Educational Trust’s extensive all year round Outreach Programme, which is  
available to schools across the UK.  Dan Mather at Hayle Academy said:

“It is a privilege for us to welcome Mala Tribich MBE to our school and her testimony will remain a powerful reminder 
of the horrors so many experienced. We are grateful to the Holocaust Educational Trust for co-ordinating the visit and 
we hope that by hearing Mala’s testimony, it will encourage our students to learn from the lessons of the Holocaust 
and make a positive difference in their own lives.”

Karen Pollock MBE, Chief Executive of the Holocaust Educational Trust added:
“The Holocaust Educational Trust educates and engages students from across the UK, from all communities about the 
Holocaust and there can be no better way than through the first-hand testimony of a survivor. Mala’s story is one of 
tremendous courage during horrific circumstances and by hearing her testimony, students will have the opportunity 
to learn where prejudice and racism can ultimately lead.  

“At the Trust, we impart the history of the Holocaust to young people, to ensure that we honour the memory of those 
whose lives were lost and take forward the lessons taught by those who survived.”

Hayle Academy  
welcomes survivor from the Holocaust  

Educational Trust
On Tuesday 3rd December students from Year 9 at Hayle Academy will hear testimony from Holocaust survivor, 

Mala Tribich MBE, as part of a visit organised by the Holocaust Educational Trust (HET).  

The testimony will be followed by a question and answer session to enable students to better understand the 
nature of the Holocaust and to explore its lessons in more depth. The visit is part of the Holocaust Educational 

Trust’s extensive all year round Outreach Programme, which is available to schools across the UK.
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CULTURE CAMP 
ART PROJECT
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Over half-term, Kati and Kayleigh 
in Year 11, spent five days  

involved in the art project Culture 
Camp.  Culture Camp is organised 
by The St Ives School of Painting 
who made links with Leach Pottery 
and the Tate for workshops taking 
place over the week.   Kati and 
Kayleigh were able to explore  
painting, ceramics, and record ideas 
on the beach as well as work in 
Porthmeor studios.  

This week has helped to develop 
both their skills towards their art 
GCSE.  They will also find out at the 
end of November, if they met all of 
the criteria needed to achieve the 
Bronze Arts award through the work 
they created during this project.   
 
The organiser of Culture Camp 
spoke very highly of how well the 
2 students worked during the week 
alongside people from other local 
secondary schools.   On the next 
page, Kati shared her feelings about 
the project. 

REPORT BY: MRS TRANTER   

On Thursday 31st, Hayle Academy Year 10 took part in a Global  
Values Drop Down Day. They spent the morning working with  
a team from the Brook Advisory service where they got the  

opportunity to discuss a range of different situations regarding  
relationships and sexual health. 

They were able to discuss the issues surrounding teenage pregnancy, 
contraception, sexual health and the law. In the afternoon sessions, 
they were joined by two members of Gamblers Anonymous. They  
came to share their stories of how they became addicted to gambling, 
the effects it has had on them personally and the warning signs of 
problem gambling. The number of children classed as having a  
gambling problem has quadrupled to more than 50,000 in just two 
years, and as a school we want to ensure our young people are fully 
informed of the facts surrounding this issue.  

GLOBAL VALUES DROP DOWN 
DAY AND WORKSHOPS

On Monday 4th November, Year 9 had a series of Global Values  
workshop that covered:

• Drink and alcohol addiction
• Personal safety/ Emergency Actions
• County Lines
• Gambling
• Sexual Health
We were very fortunate to be joined by colleagues from YZup Youth 
Service, the Police and Brook Advisory service. 
 
Throughout both days, students demonstrated great enthusiasm and 
were a credit to the school!  For further information, please contact 
Miss R Wilson.

REPORT BY MISS WILSON



“I had a really good experience  
working with the St Ives School  
of painting, the Tate and Leach  

Pottery at half-term.  My favourite time 
was working in Leach Pottery modelling 
and firing work.  
 
It was also interesting seeing all of the 
old chambers that they use to fire work 
in.  I’m excited to get my Bronze Arts 
award at the end of November” Kati
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PRESENTATION EVENING  
CLASS OF 2014 - 2019

On November 14th, Hayle Academy hosted a Presentation  
Evening to celebrate the successes of the Class of 2019,  
academic years 2014-2019. It was a great opportunity to  

congratulate all our students on their outstanding achievements, 
wherein we saw some of the best individual results the school  
has achieved. 
  
This event was led by the Hayle Academy student leadership  
team with performances from the music department.  The evening 
was all about our current and past students; their individual gifts, 
talents, accomplishments and efforts to achieve their personal best.  

We were pleased to welcome Mr. Clive Polkinghorne, Mayor of  
Hayle, and his wife and honoured to have him perform as guest 
speaker and presenter of the Subject and Special Awards to our 
talented students.

h
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Many thanks to Copperhouse Jewellers for the trophies and engraving.

The Mayor recounted how his two  
sons had also attended Hayle Academy 
and both had left with excellent  

qualifications and a very strong base to 
progress into the real world.  

He was rightfully proud of them as one  
was now a senior solicitor partner in one  
of the largest solicitors in the South  
West and the other owned a Chartered  
Accountancy Company. The key message  
was that on each of their CVs they had 
proudly stated that they had each attended 
Hayle Community School.

The Mayor congratulated all the award  
recipients, the school, its staff and  
the parents and guardians for their  
sacrifices in support of these students. 

It was an evening of many emotions as  
students were reunited with their  
teachers (Including Mrs Dawn Davies –  
a Language Teacher, now retired, who  
came all the way from Yorkshire to  
present and acknowledge the amazing  
achievements of her past students.

THE SPECIAL AWARD WINNERS OF 2019

OUR STUDENT LEADERS
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SHOW MY HOMEWORK 
APP LAUNCH
We have now revised our homework policy based on feedback from parents and students.  We have also 
launched the new homework platform – SHOW MY HOMEWORK.  This is now available on the Academy website 
on the “Show Homework” menu tab and it links directly to the login page.

In light of the need for an effective form of  
communication between teachers, students and  
parents, we are pleased to announce the launch of a new 

homework platform: ‘Show My Homework’.  
 
Teachers will set homework using this web-based platform, 
which shares details of the work, resources and hand in 
dates with parents and students. You can find it on our 
website “Show Homework” tab or here: https://www.satche-
lone.com/login.  
 
Both parents and students can download an app to their 
mobile device which can then be used to access the  
homework and also provide reminders about completion 
dates. 

The revised Homework Policy (on our website) addresses 
a number of the other issues raised by parents and came 
into effect on Monday 4th November.  
 
This policy provides clarity with regards to the homework 
that teachers set: it must be at the correct level for the 
child, it must be purposeful and it must be linked to the 
work being studied in the lesson. Teachers will set a wide 
variety of activities: learning information, researching  
topics ahead of the lesson, and reviewing work covered 
during the lesson. Some homework tasks are short and 
structured; others will be longer project based work. 
Teachers will always provide at least 48 hours before the 
work has to be submitted and will ensure tasks are of a 
manageable length for the age and stage of the child. 
There is more detail about our approach to homework in 
our Homework Policy. 
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FREQUENCY AND QUANTITY 
OF HOMEWORK 

Both frequency and the 
quantity of homework set 

will vary depending on the 
age of the child and the 
complexity of the tasks  

and naturally increases as  
children get older. The table 

below gives details of the 
subjects with set homework 

in each year group:

FOLLOWING UP ON MISSED HOMEWORK 

At times, it can be difficult for students to balance  
commitments outside of school with their studies. If this  
happens, and your child has been genuinely unable to  
complete their work, please email the Head of Faculty to let 
the teacher know why and an extension will be given.

Teachers will issue demerits if homework is not completed.  
The school’s behaviour policy will be used and if there is  
repeated missing homework your child’s tutor will contact 
home. We will use an ‘on report’ system combined with after 
school detentions to ensure students are supported to  
complete their work. In Years 7 and 8, to support the transition, 
we will not sanction missed homework for the first term. 

REWARDING HIGH STANDARDS IN WORK AND EFFORT 
 
Merits are awarded to students who complete homework on  
time and to a good standard. Homework is always followed up  
in class: either through teacher feedback or because the work  
is integral to the lesson. All our homework is purposeful and 
meaningful and carefully planned as part of our curriculum.  
It is therefore important that all students complete the  
work set, to their best ability.  

If your child has spent appropriate time on the work, and has  
still not finished, please write a note in their book to confirm 
this. It should not be necessary for children to spend hours in the 
evening on school work. Managing their time is an important  
part of learning independence. 
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Hayle Academy was represented by several  
students in a number of different classes.   
As part of Carharrack and St. Day Silver band 

Jesse and Cryztal participated. Their final results  
were as follows:

Jesse - solo brass class- 3rd Place, Solo Woodwind 
playing Danny Boy on saxophone, 2nd. 

Jesse & Cryztal -  Brass Duet class (playing  
Supercalafragalistic), won class and trophy!

Jesse with Carharrack and St. Day junior band (under 
15-year olds) won the ensemble class playing Flint-
stones, Blackadder and Neighbours
 
Cryztal with training band, 2nd in the brass ensemble 
open class play with a selection of Beatles music. 
Lanner Training band won by 2 marks! (Including Hayle 
Academy students Morgan, William and Lowenna).
 

Last Tuesday, 12th Hayle Academy students  
Lowenna and William and Morgan also attended 
the Camborne music festival, which proved to be a 

very rewarding day for them.  
 
 Lowenna won the Class for “Slow Melody” under 12 
years. She was then joined by Morgan in the 14 years 
and under class for a duet and won.  William and his 
friend Dylan from Lanner Brass Academy came third.

Playing together in the 14 years and under quartet and 
open ensemble with Lanner Brass Academy they won 
both classes

Morgan’s results included the Slow Melody under 15 - 
4th place, in the Air Varie 16 years and under 3rd place  
and in his final play, the 18 years and under quartet 
class with other members of Lanner Academy, they 
came out overall winners.

LAST WEEK, MUSICIANS FROM ACROSS THE COUNTY COMPETED AT THE 50TH  
ANNIVERSARY CAMBORNE MUSIC FESTIVAL. THE FESTIVAL IS MOSTLY MADE UP OF  
COMPETITIONS BETWEEN MUSICIANS OF MANY GENRES. THERE ARE NEARLY 220  
“CLASSES”, EACH REPRESENTING A DIFFERENT KIND OF MUSIC, INCLUDING SINGING,  
PIPE ORGAN, HAND BELLS, PIANO ACCORDION, PIANO, GUITAR, RECORDERS, WOODWIND, 
PERCUSSION AND STRINGS. 
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The iSite Council held their first meeting of many,  
in order to raise the profile of Hayle Academy by 
following a seven step process to becoming an Eco-

School. The iSite council members consist of Zailee, Ella, 
Shauna, Jordan, Chloe, Abby, Victoria, Elizabeth and Freya. 
Who together, are committed to reshaping Hayle  
Academy’s environment, so look out for many changes 
heading your way.

During the first council meeting, the members  
discussed the following potential ideas:

- The policing of waste during break times
- The consideration of bins around the school  
  premises
- The removal of all plastic bottles 
- The school investing in reusable bottles

The task for all councillors over the next weeks 
is to collate their ideas so that they can reconvene and 
vote on all the motions put forward.  

REPORT BY: MR LEA-CLARKisite 
Council

The Christmas countdown is now on and what better  
way to kick the season off than with a Christmas Fayre.  
On Friday 13rd December 2019, we are counting on the  

support of the local community willing to help: by manning stalls, 
donating raffle prizes or even just advertising  
our event, (posters available upon request).

The Fete will run from 3:30 -5:00pm, and stallholders will be  
able to set-up from 2.30 pm. The money raised from the event 
will help the PTA to support the school and students with  
additional facilities and resources and will also assist with  
a larger fundraising goal, which is, an ‘all year round’  
outside ‘sail’ shelter for students.  

If you would like to reserve a stall space (£10)or want any further 
information please email:PTA Chair: ptachair@hayleacademy.net 
or pta@hayleacademy.net 

Alternatively, please contact Mrs Hickson at the school  
on 01736 753009. 

If you know someone who may be interested in running a stall or 
help promote us by displaying one of our posters, please don’t 
hesitate to pass on this information. 
 
We are also requesting raffle prize donations as these will be 
gratefully received. We look forward to seeing you all at the event 
and thank you in advance for your support.
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NCS (National Citizen Service) is a 4-week programme  
designed around getting young people ready for higher 
education and working life by providing important life 

skills, self-confidence and social skills, all the while bringing 
them closer to their local community through social action.

IN WEEK 1 - THE ACTIVITY WEEK Students will spend time 
away from home at an outdoor activity centre where they will 
take part in various activities, this may include things like 
rock climbing, zip-lining and canoeing depending on what 
will be available at the centre. In this week the goal is to 
bond with teammates and to encourage students to challenge  
themselves and push their limits. They will be away from 
home for 5 days and 4 nights. This can be up to two hours 
away from your local area, but transport is provided.

IN WEEK 2, THE SKILLS WEEK  We focus on learning life skills 
and building on the teamwork. They will spend a further 5 
days away from home, again away for 5 days and 4 nights. 
This is normally in a university style setting in their local 
area where they will learn about things like budgeting, CV 
writing, how to deal with an interview, and independent  
living. There are also plenty of fun activities involved. 

IN WEEKS 3 AND 4, THE SOCIAL ACTION PROJECT  
The students will come together as a group and decide  
how they would like to give back to their community. They 
will spend week 3 planning and preparing for their project 
and week 4 putting it into practice. This is all about giving 
them a sense of community spirit and in previous years  
has included projects such as creatively fundraising for a 
charity, raising awareness of an issue such as homelessness, 
or community enrichment projects. These two weeks are 
within the local area and run again for 5 days but students 
return home every evening.

Finally a graduation ceremony will be held where the  
students come together to celebrate their achievements with 
their family and new friends, they will receive a certificate of 
participation signed by the Prime Minister.

There are two programmes available in Hayle area, the dates 
are: 29/06/20 - 24/07/20   and   27/07/20 - 21/08/20
 
Actual locations to be finalised.  
 

For more information please visit: https://wearencs.com  


